DMC Meeting 06/03/2022  
4:05-4:56  
MINUTES:

Master Schedule

- Navarro MS will have a 6 period block. The first period will serve as a study lab period. The other periods will serve as core periods and planning periods.
- This will enable for the school to incorporate a lot of intervention and programs to target sub pop groups.
- Will also try to accommodate advance students in fine art classes however it is not guaranteed.
- Academic planning and scheduling will take priority to ensure learning gaps caused by the pandemic are addressed accordingly.
- Mr. McKee in representation of Mr. Rossi, suggested for students to be honored to be part of the fine art classes they choose and not to place them in any enrichment class. Students get bored and do not want to be part of the classroom.
- Mr. McKee also said that mixed grade level are challenging for teachers because of the different levels within the same class such as having mixed students in Karate.
- Students are getting a survey to decide enrichment by choosing up to three choices and will work in honoring those choices, again not guaranteed.

Budget

- Budget will not affect staffing this school year. The budget can be affected by enrollment. Suggestions were made to have fine arts teachers like band going to Elementary schools to perform and get them excited for MS so that enrollment increases.
- School had a decrease on some ESSER funds such as wraparound but also received tier 3 ESSER funds and a 1 time title 1 fund.

Staffing

- New position is for the Media Specialist
- Openings: BSC teacher and ELA position.